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2021 BUDGET PERFORMANCE/2022 BUDGET DEFENCE

R-L: Director-General, Bureau of Public Procurement, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS and the Chairman, House Committee on Public Procurement, Hon. Nassir Ali Ahmed during the Bureau 2021 Budget Performance/2022 Budget Defence.

R-L:
Chairman,
House
Committee on
Public
Procurement,
Hon. Nassir Ali
Ahmed; his
Deputy, Hon.
Ujuh Kingsley,
Hon. Legor
Idagbo and
Hon. Kabiru
Alhassan
Rurum.
2021 Budget Performance/2022 Budget Defence

L-R: Director-General, BPP, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS; Director, Energy Infrastructure, Engr. Babatunde Kuye and Director, Compliance, Certification and Monitoring, Engr. Ishaq Yahaya, FNSE.

Chairman, House Committee on Public Procurement, Hon. Nassir Ali Ahmed (L); Director, Compliance, Certification and Monitoring, Engr. Ishaq Yahaya, FNSE and Other Members of the Committee.

L-R: DD, Civil Infrastructure Department, BPP; Engr. Nasir Bello, DD, Research, Training and Strategic Planning, Adebowale Adedokun and DD/Head Media, Mrs Janet Mcdickson.

R-L: DG, BPP, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS, Director, Special Procurement, Engr. Eze J. Obasi, FNSE, Director, Administration, Mr. Babagana Bukar and DD, Legal, Mr. Andrew Zibiri.
The 2\textsuperscript{nd} National Procurement Summit Of The Nigerian Institute Of Procurement Engineers (NIProE).

R-L: Rep of the Director General, BPP, Engr. Joel Obasi, FNSE, receiving a Plaque of Honour from the National Chairman of the Institute, Engr. Nwauzor I. Chuks on behalf of the DG, BPP, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS, during the 2\textsuperscript{nd} National Procurement Summit of the Nigerian Institute of Procurement Engineers (NIProE), at the weekend.

R-L: Director, Database/ICT, Aliyu Edogi Aliyu, FNIQS, receiving a Plaque of Honour from the National Chairman of the Institute, Engr. Nwauzor I. Chuks during the 2\textsuperscript{nd} National Procurement Summit of the Nigerian Institute of Procurement Engineers (NIProE), at the weekend.

Janet McDickson
DD/Head, Media - BPP